
Appendix H 
CEQA Baseline Discussion 

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) baseline employed in this document is 
governed not only by CEQA, but also by the specific terms of the Amended Stipulated Judgment 
(ASJ) described in Section 1.4.3 of the Environmental Impact Report (EIR).  Per the ASJ, the 
baseline for Berths 97-109 is defined as conditions “…prior to the approval of the Lease in 
2001” or zero (see Appendix B of this EIR).  Therefore, the CEQA baseline in this EIR does not 
consist of conditions existing at the time of the issuance of the Notice of Preparation (NOP) as 
would typically occur under CEQA.   

The Board of Harbor Commissioners approved the Berth 97-109 Container Terminal Project 
(China Shipping Project) and lease on March 28, 2001 (shown in Attachment 1 of this appendix).  
The NOP for this document was filed on July 2, 2003.  However, because the ASJ does not allow 
this document to describe baseline conditions as of that date, the baseline includes those 
conditions existing prior to March 2001. It was determined that the use of a zero baseline would 
not be appropriate because activities related to container terminal operations were actually 
occurring at the Project site prior to March 2001. Prior to March 28, 2001, the primary use of the 
Project site was for temporary storage of containers by Yang Ming Marine Transport 
Corporation (Yang Ming).  Accordingly, the baseline used for this EIR is founded on evidence of 
throughput of containers and associated activities that occurred in the year prior to March 2001.   

The Port of Los Angeles (Port) routinely uses a year of throughput data to define the baseline 
conditions on Port terminal projects.  Throughput on a daily basis is almost impossible to 
measure because throughput, quite literally, is a function of volume over time.  Throughput is a 
mix of containers coming into the terminal by rail, train, and ships and going out the same way.  
Counts will change on a daily basis. Throughput tends to spike and slow at certain times of the 
year (e.g., during the Chinese New Year, throughput slows and during the fall pre-Christmas 
season, throughput expands).  Because throughput changes over days, months, and quarters, the 
Port routinely uses throughput numbers averaged over time when establishing a baseline 
throughput value.  The Port uses a year of throughput data to calculate the average to capture the 
normal range of economic peaks and valleys over the year (e.g., throughput numbers are 
generally higher in the fall as more goods are shipped for the Christmas season, and lower in the 
New Year as consumer spending decreases).  The same averages are used both to determine 
baseline throughput numbers and to project throughput numbers so the baseline and project can 
be compared directly in an “apples-to-apples” type comparison.  The evidence used to determine 
the baseline for this EIR consisted of data from April 2000 to March 2001. 

Prior to March 28, 2001, Yang Ming was allowed to use varying amounts of backlands at Berths 
97-109 for container storage.  In a space assignment running from April 21 through May 20, 
2000, Yang Ming was allowed to use 0.5 acre; on April 25, 2000, Yang Ming was allowed to use 
an additional 7.7 acres through May 24, 2000; from May 25 to July 18, 2000, Yang Ming was 
allowed to use 20 acres; from July 19, 2000, through August 6, 2001, Yang Ming was allowed to 
use 11.8 acres (see Attachment 2 to this appendix). 

The baseline conditions are defined as the average throughput volume Yang Ming was 
achieving at Berth 97-109.  To estimate the numbers of twenty-foot equivalent units (TEUs) at 
Berths 97-109, the Yang Ming TEUs were scaled to the area and level of use at Berths 97-109. 
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Terminal operators normally keep records of the container throughput volume that passes 
through the terminal gates they operate.  However, because Yang Ming was using the 
Berth 97-109 terminals as contiguous backlands, it did not distinguish in its records between 
containers that were stored on the Berth 121-131 backlands versus containers that were stored at 
Berth 97-109.  In the absence of such records, another acceptable approach is to identify 
throughput based on actual physical evidence of backlands usage in conjunction with standard 
assumptions regarding how backlands are typically utilized. 

However, for purposes of developing a description of baseline conditions for the China Shipping 
Project, the Environmental Impact Statement (EIS)/EIR took the conservative approach of 
including only activities that took place on the Project site.  The baseline does not include ship 
calls or rail trips attributable to container throughput at the Berth 97-109 backlands in the 
description of CEQA baseline conditions.  This approach results in a conservative estimation of 
Project impacts, which will be compared to baseline activity levels that are lower than they 
would be if those ship calls or rail trips were included. 

Throughput volume accommodated at the Berth 97-109 backlands in the year prior to March 28, 
2001 was derived from expert interpretation of physical evidence.  The first step in determining 
the average volume at Berths 97-109 was to determine how large an area Yang Ming was using.  
The EIS/EIR relies on a series of seven aerial photos of the Berth 97-109 backlands taken during 
the year prior to March 28, 2001.  The aerial photographs were taken by the Port Graphics 
Department as part of regular port operations for April, June, July, September, and November of 
2000, and for February and March of 2001. No throughput was assumed for the months without 
photographs. The aerial photos show that, although Yang Ming was permitted to use 8 to 
11 acres, it was actually occupying much more than the authorized area.1 

The second step was to determine how many containers were being stored onsite by physically 
counting the containers in each photograph.  The aerial photographs were then interpreted to 
identify container throughput volume at the Berth 97-109 backlands in the following manner. 
First, the containers shown in the photographs were counted and differentiated into containers 
determined likely to be empty and containers determined likely to be loaded with 
imports/exports.  Then, certain assumptions regarding average “dwell time” (that is, the expected 
length of time a container is stored at a terminal backland) were applied to the numbers resulting 
from the physical count to derive conclusions about the rate at which containers moved in and 
out of storage on the Berth 97-109 backlands during the CEQA baseline year.   

The final step in determining throughput was to estimate how fast the containers were moving 
through the terminal.  The photographs show the containers being stored in two different 
manners – stacked on or below other containers, or loaded on wheeled chassis.  For this analysis, 
stacked containers were assumed to be empty, while wheeled containers were assumed to be 
loaded.  It is common practice at POLA to stack empty containers because they tend to be stored 
for longer periods than are loaded containers, and empty containers typically are shipped out in 
large batches that do not require sorting.  Loaded containers may also be stacked; however, in the 

                                                 
1 CEQA Guidelines provide for the environmental baseline to include all uses that actually existed during the 
baseline period, regardless of whether those activities are alleged to have exceeded approvals.  See, e.g., Fat v. 
County of Sacramento, 97 Cal. App. 4th 1270, 1277-1281 (2002); Riverwatch v. County of San Diego, 76 Cal. App. 
4th 1428, 1451-1453 (1999). 
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experience of the Port, stacking would require rubber-tired or other mobile gantry cranes because 
loaded stacked containers must be constantly sorted within the stacks.  When a truck arrives to 
carry its assigned container, that container must be made accessible, often on short notice, even if 
other containers must be moved to make the container accessible.   

Because none of the aerial photographs shows the presence anywhere on the Berth 97-109 
backlands of gantry cranes, the experts at the Port have concluded that the practice of stacking 
loaded containers generally was not followed during the baseline period. In addition, because the 
site was not paved, gantry cranes could not be used on the site.  Port experts also concluded that 
all stacked containers shown in the photographs should be assumed to be empty.  This 
assumption leads to a more conservative estimate of baseline activity levels because, as 
discussed below, this document also assumes that empty containers were moved and replaced 
with other containers less frequently than were loaded containers.  By using an assumption that 
results in a greater ratio of empty to loaded containers, this document therefore identifies less 
frequent movement of the containers stored at Berths 97-109 than it would if it assumed more 
loaded containers. 

To determine how often the containers shown in the photographs were moved, this document 
applied assumptions regarding dwell time for stored containers, empty or loaded, which were 
derived from a comprehensive Port-wide study of terminal operational capacity (JWD, 2006).  
According to that study, which examined container operations throughout the Port, the average 
dwell time for an empty container at the Port is 6 to 10 days; whereas, the average dwell time for 
a loaded container is 1 to 4 days for a container holding imports and 4 to 6 days for a container 
holding exports.   

Based on that study, this document conservatively assumes that empty containers stored on the 
Berth 97-109 backlands remained for 10 days before being moved and that loaded containers 
remained for 6 days before being moved.  This document further conservatively assumes that 
when empty containers were moved, they were replaced with new empty containers at a rate of 
1:1, and similarly that, when loaded containers were moved, they were replaced with new loaded 
containers at a rate of 1:1.  This assumption is conservative because the aerial photographs 
demonstrate that numbers of both empty and loaded containers stored on Berth 97-109 backlands 
trended upward over time, albeit not in straight-line fashion, during the course of the baseline 
year prior to March 28, 2001.   

The average dwell times identified in the JWD report were used to form the dwell-time 
assumptions used in this document.  This document concludes that, in the 7 months for which 
container storage data exist, a total of 14,627 containers were moved on and off the Berth 97-109 
backlands.  This document further concludes that, in those same 7 months, an average of 
2,090 containers moved on and off the Berth 97-109 backlands, per month, during the 12 months 
immediately preceding March 28, 2001. 

On the basis of those conclusions, this document determines that during the 12 months prior to 
March 28, 2001, a total of 25,075 containers were moved on and off the Berth 97-109 backlands 
(2,090 containers times 12 months).  Since each container represents approximately 1.8 TEUs, it 
was calculated that total container throughput volume at the Berth 97-109 backlands during the 
12 months prior to March 28, 2001, was 45,135 TEUs. 
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Based on the analytical approach described above, the throughput was calculated as follows: 

Average dwell time: 

Empties 10 days 
Wheeled 6 days  

Average Month: 

30 days 

Average turnover per month: 

Empties 30/10 days= 3 
Wheeled 30/6 days= 5 

Containers counts onsite2 (Attachments 3 through 9):  

April: Loaded: 99 Empty: 0 (Attachment 3) 
June: Loaded: 198 Empty: 31 (Attachment 4) 
July:  Loaded: 379 Empty: 25 (Attachment 5) 
September: Loaded: 143 Empty: 10 (Attachment 6) 
November:  Loaded: 226 Empty: 1061 (Attachment 7) 
February:  Loaded: 344 Empty: 727 (Attachment 8) 
March: Loaded: 88 Empty: 560 (Attachment 9) 

Monthly Container Turnover 

April: Loaded: 495 (99*5) Empty: 0 Monthly Total: 495 
June:  Loaded: 990 (198*5) Empty: 93 (31*3) Monthly Total: 1,083 
July:   Loaded: 1,895 (379*5) Empty: 75 (25*3) Monthly Total: 1,970 
September:  Loaded: 715 (143*5) Empty: 30 (10*3) Monthly Total: 745 
November:  Loaded: 1,130 (226*5) Empty: 3,183 (1,061*3) Monthly Total: 4,313 
February:   Loaded: 1,720 (344*5) Empty: 2,181 (727*3) Monthly Total: 3,901 
March: Loaded: 440 (88*5) Empty: 1,680 (560*3) Monthly Total: 2,120 

Sum of Monthly Container Turnover 

14,627 

Average monthly Containers: 

14,627 /7 (number months of data) = 2,090 

April through March = 12 months of consistent operation:  

2,090*12 = 25,075 Containers 

Number of TEUs 

There is an average of 1.8 TEUs per containers.  To estimate the number of baseline TEUs, the 
container estimate is multiplied by 1.8, as follows:  

25,075 Containers * 1.8 TEUs/container = 45,135 TEUs for the Baseline. 
                                                 
2 No throughput was assumed for months without photographs. 
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LEGEND
Input Cells =

Calculated Cells =

ASSUMPTIONS
April 2000 - March 2001

Stacked = Empty
Grounded or Wheeled = Loaded

 Average Dwell Time (days) Empty = 10
Loaded = 6

Average Month (days)= 30

Average Turnover per Month Empty = 3.0
Loaded = 5.0

Counted Containers Apr-00 May-00 Jun-00 Jul-00 Aug-00 Sep-00 Oct-00 Nov-00 Dec-00 Jan-01 Feb-01 Mar-01
Empty Containers = 0 0 31 25 0 10 0 1,061 0 0 727 560

Loaded Containers = 99 0 198 379 0 143 0 226 0 0 344 88

Original Photo Filename=
00.4.26 
neg_2.jpg

000630 Yang 
Ming.jpg

00.7.19 
neg_LA00-
824

00.9.14 neg-
6.jpg

11.29.00-
J.jpg

01.2.8 neg-
9.jpg 3.8.01_A.jpg

PDF Filename w/counts=

Attachment 
3_CS_aerial0
6.pdf

Attachment 
4_CS_aerial
16.pdf

Attachment 
5_CS_aerial
33.pdf

Attachment 
6_CS_aerial
11.pdf

Attachment 
7_CS_aerial
10.pdf

Attachment 
8_CS_aerial
15.pdf

Attachment 
9_CS_aerial
13.pdf

Average Container Turnover Apr-00 May-00 Jun-00 Jul-00 Aug-00 Sep-00 Oct-00 Nov-00 Dec-00 Jan-01 Feb-01 Mar-01
Empty Containers = 0 0 93 75 0 30 0 3,183 0 0 2,181 1,680

Loaded Containers = 495 0 990 1,895 0 715 0 1,130 0 0 1,720 440
Monthly Container Turnover = 495 0 1,083 1,970 0 745 0 4,313 0 0 3,901 2,120

Sum of Container Turnover = 14,627
No. of Months of Count Data = 7

Average Monthly Containers = 2,090
Months of Consistent Operations = 12

Baseline Containers = 25,075
TEUs per Container = 1.8

Baseline TEUs = 45,135
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